
gPanel®  is Promevo's exclusive Google Workspace management and reporting

solution, providing organizations and their Google administrators with all the tools

they need to effectively manage users in their domain while safeguarding sensitive

company data.

Not only does gPanel®  give you the ability to take precise administrative action, but

it also allows you to oversee files, email communications, and other internal

processes within your company.

gPanel®  is more than just a one-size-fits-all Google Workplace service — it’s a

constantly evolving solution and the perfect compliment to Google Admin Console.

Secure. Administer. Protect.
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The Powerful Capabilities of gPanel® 

User & Data Management
Create, edit, add, and delete users or
groups in bulk or individually. 

Reporting 
Schedule or manually run up to 70
reports total for documents, groups,
account activity, and much more. 

Role Granularity
Create specific role-based access to
gPanel for any user without giving
them access to the Google Admin
Console. 

Automation
Leverage bulk operations and run
customized policies to streamline
administrative workflows.

Signature Templates
Apply signature for anyone in your
organization, eliminating the need to
individually rely on users to modify their
signature settings. 

Contact Sync
Sync a group of contacts from one user
to another user(s) to keep groups of users
updated on necessary contacts and allow
target users to make edits and changes.
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We are a sell, service, and
build partner with 100% focus
on Google products and
services.

100% Google Focused
gPanel® is built and
continuously optimized for
Google Workspace user
management and security. 

Purposeful Innovation

We provide holistic support for
hardware, licensing, billing,
management, cloud services,
and more.

End-to-End Support
Flexible and customized
service and product offerings
that meet you where you are
on your technical journey.

Agile Solutions

At Promevo, Google is at our core. 

We are a 100% Google-focused Premier
Partner for Google Workspace, Google
Cloud, and Google Chrome, helping 

Why Promevo?

businesses like yours harness the full potential of these robust tools.

We provide support across the entire Google ecosystem and provide our own custom
solutions to optimize the way you do business, so you can you meet your growth goals. 
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